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For the first time, the go-to wedding website, The Knot, has compiled all their essential planning

toolsâ€”and dozens of new ideasâ€”into this beautiful wedding organizer. Inside you will find:Â â€¢

Detailed timelines and worksheets for scheduling and budgetingÂ Â â€¢ Planning and money-saving

tips on everything from the dress to the music to the reception decorÂ Â Â â€¢ 8 tabbed dividers

packed with visual inspiration, including more than 100 color photos of centerpieces, table settings,

favors, and moreÂ Â â€¢ A perforated color swatch page for mixing and matching your own wedding

paletteÂ Â â€¢ Extensive information on choosing your vendors, including checklists of key

questions to askÂ Â â€¢ Ideas for the twenty-first-century bride, including how to use online tools

and mobile for maximum convenienceÂ â€¢Â Pockets for collecting inspiring tearsheets, important

contracts, and business cardsÂ Â â€¢ Removable stickers on the front, spine, and back so you can

make the binder your ownThe Knot Ultimate Wedding Planner & Organizer is an indispensable

resourceâ€”and a lovely keepsake after the meaningful, joyful, and customized celebration

youâ€™re sure to have.
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"[Carley Roney is] cyberland's Martha Stewart."- Vogue"The Knot is . . . the most popular wedding

site."- The New York Times"Hip, informal and humorous, this book includes all the basics of modern

matrimony."- Dallas Morning News

From the author of The Knot Complete Guide to Weddings in the Real World, a thoroughly modern,



must-have workbook to help you pull off the perfect wedding. With so many nerve-wracking details

to tend to, planning the perfect wedding can seem an impossible task. Now The Knot Ultimate

Wedding Planner guides you step-by-step through the countless stages of planning your big day.

Packed with easy-to-follow checklists and worksheets, and the hip, insightful wisdom that has made

theknot.com an indispensable resource for millions of couples worldwide, The Knot Ultimate

Wedding Planner provides:  A one-year calendar with monthly and weekly to-do lists leading up to

the moment of marriage Worksheets to help you:  Organize the attendants, the guest list, and the

invitations  Design the ceremony--from the site and officiant to the dress Arrange the

reception--from the cake and caterer to the music and the photographer  Checklists to keep track of

finances, contracts, and post-marriage legalities Money-saving tips and answers to Frequently

Asked Questions

The difference between this and the binder addition:1 page on rings1 page on marriage

licensehoneymoon planning sectionbudget trackerseating chart listThe binder is just easier to plan

with, bigger pages and filling things out in a book is difficult (especially when it comes to copying

forms).I also think the layout is a bit better in the binder. Budget tracker and seating chart list are

much better to do online anyway :)

This planner is pretty much my Bible. Once we got engaged, I knew that we would be planning this

wedding primarily on our own. We can't afford a planners services and I'm all about DIY - which is

actually going really well for us with 8 months to go! This breaks everything down and gives insight

into vendors and what you should be asking or looking for. While a good portion of sections don't

apply to us, I still think this is a great thing to have if you're on a budget and not hiring a planner.I

take it to work everyday and I love that it includes checklists and samples of budget breakdowns

and all that fun stuff. I don't know about you, but I love making lists just so I can check things off but

this makes me feel like I'm taking no prisoners! Anytime I come to a decision or hire a vendor or

whatever, I open this up and check it off the timeline list. If I haven't made any progress in a couple

weeks, I still look back at it to see where we are in terms of available time and final decisions.I

ordered this like 2 weeks after we got engaged and when this showed up in the mail and I opened it;

my fiancÃ© literally shook his head and told me I was insane. Little does HE know that this thing

has made planning a wedding (mostly on my own as he is extremely hands off and works swing

shifts) as stress-free for me as it can get right now. I've added some sections and taken out sections

that aren't applicable and I hole punch every vendor quote or email I get and place them in the



correlating section. I've also made copies of the provided floor plans and made several layouts to

determine which works best with our venue, and I've gleaned some pretty neat information from

this. You can really use this binder to your advantage even if you aren't planning a big budget

wedding, or you're having a more intimate wedding, or even if you're still using a wedding planner!

You can tweak this to fit your needs and I honestly would not know what to do without this, this has

helped keep me on track and even ahead of schedule.I will say this: planning a wedding can

become all-consuming. For example, if you're like me and say : you and your honey decide to take

a long weekend trip to the mountains in October and it's August, and then you obsess over planning

EVERY.SINGLE.DETAIL until you actually leave - you're going to be exhausted. You're going to be

so burnt out from planning what time you leave, what time you get back, triple checking your Airbnb

reservations, making dinner plans for at least one night, what you're going to pack and "is the

weather going to cold?" and all that crap, that you're not actually going to enjoy yourself. That's how

I am; once a decision has been made to do something, I have to see the plans through to the very

end to give myself peace of mind. I started off planning this wedding that way and realized that I

wasn't doing myself any favors by constantly looking at this planner and following its timeline

checklist. I eventually put the planner away for about a month and then went back to it with some

clarity. Make sure you give yourself a break from planning every so often :)

We received this package and it all looks great! Having said that, the binder's rings were broken

upon receipt. Considering the amount of opening and closing needed, having pages fall out is a

challenge. We do love the contents, but we had to transfer it all to a different binder. Not a huge

deal, but when life-long memories are involved, everything matters.

This binder has anything and everything needed in order to plan a wedding! The binder makes it

easier to organize as well as allows you to add additional pages, whether you purchase add on

pages (unsure if they sell those) or create your own to add. My sister purchased one when I got

engaged. I now have purchased one as she is now engaged.

A little bit bulky but is a great help you can prob do this online but I like to write stuff so is actually

helpful

This is my bible for the next 6 months. Super organized and EXTREMELY helpful. If you're like me

and too cheap to pay for a wedding planner atleast do yourself a favor and splurge on this book.



One of the best guides ever! I love using the app the Knot and Wedding Wire, but as you start to

plan your wedding you will start to accumulate a lot of documents and vendor promotional materials.

The binder is a great way to stay organize and help you manage all the questions you want to ask

each vendor.

This is full of helpful information regarding what questions to ask vendors, create timelines, and get

all of your thoughts and ideas in one place, but I honestly didn't really use it aside from when I first

got it and wrote things down. Nothing wrong with the product, however, it wasn't all that useful for

me since I had a wedding planner. Plus I found that pretty much all of my initial wedding ideas

changed from the time I got it to the actual wedding.
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